
Sequence
A particular order in which a collection of related subjects follow eachother.

BRIEF
The idea of Sequence is to 
provide and create a sequential 
flow for students, to work 
and study in a much healthier, 
sustainable and positive 
environment which will prepare 
them for future opportunities 
in the job sector they choose. 
This motivation has developed 
the design problem ‘How can 
an intervention be designed 
to support students of the 
engineering industry’ due to the 
reoccurring issues in the industry 
that have collated over time. 
These issues range from lack 
of positive work environments 
for both experienced workers 
and especially post graduate 
students, to lack of female role 
models for the engineering 
industry which overall creates a 
grey area for the new generation 
to feel welcomed into the 
engineering world.

A Contemporary 
Working 
Environment 
for Methodical 
Learners

SITE MAP
Scale - 1:1250

DURHAM
Located 22 minutes via 
car on A690 and B1285.

SITE MAP
Not to Scale

CLIENT 
Looking at the building analysis and location of Dalton Old 
Pump House, the Client needed to be thoroughly consid-
ered. The University of Durham has been contracted for Se-
quence’s client as they are known to be a leading research 
centre for engineering.

SITE CONTEXT
Sequence is to be developed as an intervention within Dalton Old Pump House, Seaham. 
This location looks to be the best place for a suitable client and user, being Durham 
University and their engineering students.

Originally, Dalton Old Pump House (Lady Dalton) was built before World War II in the 19th 
century from 1873 - 1875 to supply surrounding areas; Newcastle, Sunderland, Durham 
and more, with water through a limestone base rock and reservoir. The Venetian gothic-
style building, supplied surrounding areas with water to provide clean water whilst also 
improving the domestic plumbing issues during the late 1800’s.

USER
The client will be the University of Durham and they will be 
offering Sequence as a retreat experience for the users, who 
are the students. The overall experience will allow under-
graduate and postgraduate students to enhance their engi-
neering skills for future employment whilst being accompa-
nied by professionals who will be able to support their work 
and education.



Design Approach 
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Engineering demands are consistently rising because of the lack of career ambition for younger 
people in the new generation due to the absence of supportive workplaces. The avoidance of 
post graduate engineers pursuing careers within the industry increases pressure on current 
engineers in the industry which develops into a high stress-induced environment with no 
support system. 

Process in which engineers study in to create a structured and well processed project outcome.

Number of students 
graduating with first 
degree at durham 
university.

Difference in gender 
dominance in industry.

58% increase in 
women interested in 
engineering.

Concept

GROUND FLOOR
Scale - 1:200

FIRST FLOOR
Scale - 1:200

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIING WORKSHOPS
Ground Floor workshop spaces are located either side of the library space with new builds extending out for extra seating space of which are 
complimented with bi-folding doors for external access during warmer temperatures. Each workshop hosts workbenches wirh stroage space for 
equipment and plenty of circulation space for students.

CIVIL ENGINEERING WORKSHOP
The Civil Engineer workshop is to be cituated on the first floor to allow for easy circulation and journey through the building. Connection is created via the 
balcony separation. This creates margins through the design.

Levels of Design

AXONOMETRIC
Not to Scale

ANNOTATION
A x o n o m e t r i c 
showcasing zones 
and the learning 
journey the users will 
take throughout the 
building.
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12mm Plasterboard
with a finish of soft
beige paint.

Timber studs with
350-400mm distance
embedded between
plasterboard sheets.

Glossy dark oak
carpented with oak
joinery pieces.

Warm neon flex
lighting strip covered
with 26mm flexible
acrylic for protection.

Timber studs
30x30mm embedded
between walnut oak
wood sheets for shelf
backboard with glossy
finish.

Dark oak underside
for shelf support on
books at 10mm thick.

18mm dark oak
backboard to create
discrete shelf slotting.

18

275-300mm distance
between bookshelves
repeated x5.

Brushed steel plaque
14x56mm engraved
with book locations.

250x50mm matte dark
oak shelving with oak
carpentry used for
structure.
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Notes

Elevations

General Notes Doors Windows Walls Floors
No implied license exists.
This drawing should NOT be used to calculate size
for the purpose of valuation. Do NOT scale the
drawing, all dimensions to be checked onsite with
original contractor.

KEY:

All existing door frames to match door sizes to fit
unless specified otherwise.

Sliding doors G06 use charcoal aluminium framing
with mirrored glazing inserted at 1800mm height.

Fire Doors labeled FD30 are to match fire safety
regulations and to be checked accordingly.

Toilets doors G07 and G08 to be solid grade
laminate.

Doors G02, double doors use heavy timber fire
preventative material due to access to fire escapes.

Doors G05 to be swing doors at 1800mm height out
of timber with brick vinyl covering to blend through to
existing walls.

Doors G04 Bi-folding to be wall height fixtures at
3200mm height in charcoal aluminium glazing and
clear glass glazing.

Hatch representing stone
tile basing in learning area.

Hatch representing carpet
in library.

Hatch representing existing
structural elements.

Leave all existing walls exposed and untouched with
colour application to proposed walls.

All proposed walls to be stud built structured at
100x50mm with 12mm plasterboard sheets either side
unless specified.

Prepare all new walls and ceilings, unless specfied
otherwise, 1 mist coat and 2 full coats matt Dulux
Trade emulsion. Allow for all necessary filling and
preparation. Colour Gentle Fawn. Rooms - G03, G01
and additional hallways.

Rooms- G06 and G07 to have paint finishes on side
walls with walnut acoustic paneling and curtain walls
with frosted glass.

Rooms G04 and G05 to have walnut acoustic panel
fittings along all proposed walls for noise reduction
purposes.

Courtyard G08 to have natural bark along the West
wall with bi-folding doors complemented with rippled
concrete finishes along the North and South ends of
the courtyard.

All Cladding materials to be specified in Detail A and B.

Prepare floors as necessary for receiving floor
finishes.  Ensure transitions between old and
new are level, even and free of trips. Ensure
there are no prominent ridges and knots etc
that will be visible through the floor finishes.

Furniture
All windows to be kept existing unless specified
otherwise.

Window G02 to be repeated onto the south section of
the building instead of previously existing door.

Rooms G01, G02, G06, G07, use pressed
grey stone tile throughout, expressed via
square hatch.

Courtyard G08 use natural cobble stone
flooring and gravel bases.

Room G03 use cool grey thick carpet
expressed by dotted hatch.

Rooms G04 and G05 to be oak laminate
flooring.

Refer to plan notes for
additional information.

Read in conjunction with Structural Engineers
calculations.
Supply and install concrete floor.

Construct new internal wall layout as per drawings,
Install new ceilings as per drawings.
Make good walls and ceilings effected by works.

Structural elements such as columns and existing
walls are hatched in solid fill and reserved as
untouched.

Previous existing machinery is Grade I listed and to
be left untouched.

Extensions off G04 and G05 to be structured
with 100x50mm stud wall fittings and 12mm
plasterboard and gentle fawn paint finish.

See additional plan notes for further
information.

76x166mm
Timber Framing.

Glossy oak raise
10mm thick below
cladding.
Timber Base sealant
12mm rough grey
plaster base.

Frosted Glass 3mm

Sponge padding
Frosted Glass 3mm

Aluminium framing

Detail A
Detail A-1

Stone Tile 10mm

75mm Screed

Timber framing

Insulation slab
65mm

MPI flexible tile
adhesion 10mm

100 x 75mm sole
plate
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Charcoal aluminium
joinery sealant
50x3mm.

Frosted Glass
3mm
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information.
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SHELVING
Detail of bookshelf with 
embedded LED lighting system 
for easier accessibility.

CLADDING
Detail of systematic cladding, 
used to create separations 
throughout the space.

Detail Components Implemented by Design

DETAIL A DETAIL B

SECTION A-A
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Understanding the benefit of the Journey

FIRST FLOOR COURTYARD
When looking at connecting all spaces 
and keeping a cohesive design it is 
important to implement a courtyard 
similarily to the ground floor for 
mental health support and promotion 
of healthy work environements.

GROUND FLOOR COURTYARD
Courtyard implemented to promote 
healthy break room environments 
with access points through to the 
chimney area. 


